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Abstract: The present study investigates the variation in large-scale environments during the maxi-
mum intensity of tropical cyclones (TCs) formed in the Bay of Bengal. TC tracks are classified into
four groups based on their direction of movement using the k-means clustering technique. Results
from the pressure level and azimuthal-averaged radial-height wind fields near the vortex centre
show weak deep layer wind shear (WS) and abundant moisture in all clusters. However, large-scale
environmental differences in the northwest quadrant are identified with a contrasting combination
of WS and humid environment between clusters. The composites of OLR are also analyzed during
maximum intensities of TCs. Results show that anomalous high OLR in the west–northwest direction
from the vortex centre, along with the low OLR around the vortex centre, signify the formation of a
strong OLR dipole during TC peak intensity. Furthermore, OLR dipole metrics, such as magnitude,
orientation, and distance, are observed by having mean of 235 Wm−2, 147, and 1782 km along with
standard deviation of 14 Wm−2, 34◦, and 492 km, respectively. The identified large-scale environmen-
tal fields from this study could provide valuable insights for predicting the intensity and movement
of TCs.

Keywords: Bay of Bengal; ERA5; OLR dipole; tropical cyclones

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are intense atmospheric vortices formed over warm tropical
ocean waters. Most TCs develop and strengthen when a pre-existing disturbance is as-
sociated with tropical cloud clusters. They propagate into the region where favourable
conditions, such as high sea surface temperature (>26 ◦C), a large gradient in equivalent
potential temperature, sufficient moisture between the surface to mid-troposphere, and
low-level positive vorticity, exist [1]. The formation of TCs often causes a colossal impact
on livelihoods and property during their landfall by inducing intense rainfall, gusty winds,
severe terrestrial flooding, and high storm surges [2,3]. These catastrophic impacts depend
on the inherent characteristics, such as size, intensity, and movement, of TCs that drastically
change during their lifecycle. Therefore, numerous researchers have rigorously studied
using observations and models to understand the factors and underlying mechanisms
responsible for the variation in intensity and movement of TCs [4–13]. The atmospheric
fields, such as wind shear and moisture in the low-level to mid-troposphere, influence the
genesis and intensity of TCs [4,14–17]. The movement of TCs is governed by an average
of tropospheric wind fields or steering flows [4,10] and the beta effect [9,18,19]. In addi-
tion to atmospheric factors, the formation and development of TCs are also prominently
influenced by oceanic parameters by fuelling a significant amount of energy through heat
fluxes at the air–sea interface [5,6,8,13,20–24]. However, the prior studies could be more
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comprehensive in understanding dynamics and environmental conditions modulating TC
characteristics up to small spatial scales.

On the other hand, it is found that the characteristics of TCs are also influenced by the
interaction of the vortex with external forces, such as surrounding large-scale environmental
fields and existing synoptic-scale systems [25–28]. Lee et al. [29] emphasized that the
genesis of TCs over the North Indian Ocean (NIO) is associated with an accelerated lower-
tropospheric wind flow that enhances low-level positive vorticity and large-scale vertical
ascent, whereas the intensification of TCs is caused due to the formation of the upper-
tropospheric trough, development of upper-level outflow channels, and gradual turning of
initial asymmetric shearing vorticity into symmetric curvature vorticity. Similarly, Ventham
and Wang [30] investigated synoptic-scale flow patterns during a TC’s intensification phase.
They found that the confluence of low-level winds, establishment of well-defined upper-
level outflows, and presence of troughs and ridges at appropriate locations favour the
intensification of TCs. In addition, previous studies also identified that the advection of
dry air and the relative location of moist/dry air in combination with wind shear from the
vortex centre also play a crucial role in modulating the intensity of TCs [31–33].

The movement of TCs can be determined by identifying the appropriate steering
level, i.e., pressure level, at which the movement matches with the flow direction of the
surrounding wind field [34,35]. For example, Pal and Chatterjee [36] identified that the
wind vectors flow at the 200 hPa level, determining the direction of movement of TCs in the
Bay of Bengal (BoB). Further, their findings suggest that easterly trade winds in the lower
latitudes and sub-tropical westerlies in higher latitudes play a critical role in fluctuating
TC paths. The combined effects of diabetic heating associated with asymmetric convection
and beta effect also influence the movement of TCs in the absence of steering flow [19].
The tracks of TCs are also influenced by the presence of synoptic-scale systems, such as
troughs or ridges in the subtropics, in addition to steering flows [34,37]. Francis et al. [27]
elucidated how the movement of TCs, such as Shaheen (2021) and Gonu (2007), in the
Arabian Sea (AS) over the NIO is influenced by the presence of strong anti-cyclonic ridges
and high-pressure systems. Therefore, understanding these large-scale features will help in
estimating the track and intensity of TCs. In the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, the variation in
large-scale environmental features is investigated using composite analysis, which provides
better insights into the formation and development of TCs [11,38–40].

The NIO comprises two semi-enclosed basins viz. AS and BoB accounted for 7%
of global TCs annually [41–43]. The formation of TCs in NIO has a distinct bimodal
character with two peaks varying TC occurrence from pre-monsoon (March–May) to
post-monsoon (October–December) season, especially over the BoB [44]. The BoB region
accounts for 70–80% of cyclogenesis compared to the adjacent AS and is more susceptible
to the formation and development of severe cyclones [45,46]. During the landfall of
TCs, the adjacent topographically low-lying flat regions experience severe socio-economic
consequences [46–48]. However, the variation in large-scale environmental features during
the lifecycle of TCs is less explored over NIO, especially in the BoB, than in other ocean
basins. Therefore, the present study attempted to examine the variation in different large-
scale environmental features affecting TC characteristics by using a composite analysis of
TCs formed over the BoB.

The remainder of the manuscript is designed as follows. The data and methodology
used in the present study are illustrated in Section 2. The results from a composite analysis
showing large-scale mean features are discussed in Section 3. Finally, the main conclusions
of the study and future scope are summarized in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. TC Tracks Data

TCs best tracks data provided by Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre (RSMC),
India Meteorological Department (IMD), New Delhi, are used. The best tracks data provide
information of TCs, such as position, intensity, mean sea level pressure (MSLP), and central
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pressure drop. The IMD classified the category of TCs formed over NIO based on 3 min
average, 10 m height from the surface of the maximum sustained wind (MSW) [49]. For
the present study, 93 TCs occurred during pre-monsoon consisting of 24 TCs, and post-
monsoon with 69 TCs over the BoB are considered between 1982 and 2020.

2.2. ERA5 Reanalysis Data

The various reanalysis data sets are used to understand physical mechanisms as-
sociated with the genesis and evolution of complex atmospheric phenomena such as
TCs [38,39,50]. The suitability of the fifth generation of European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) atmospheric reanalysis of global climate data (ERA5)
for understanding the TC characteristics, such as location, intensity, and movement, was
examined in the NIO [28,51,52]. Therefore, the ERA5 data were used in the present study
to examine the variation in large-scale features during TCs. ERA5 data with horizontal
and vertical resolutions of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ and 37 pressure levels (1000 hPa to 1 hPa), respec-
tively, at the hourly temporal resolution, were prepared by combining model data and
observations on a real-time basis through data assimilation techniques [53]. The single-
level variable of outgoing long-wave radiation (OLR) at the top of the atmosphere and
multiple pressure level variables, such as relative humidity (RH), zonal (u) and meridional
(v) components of winds, and divergence at 3 h intervals, are used in the present study.

2.3. Clustering Technique

The tracks of TCs obtained from IMD best track data are classified into four clusters
using a non-hierarchical k-means clustering technique [54,55]. This method divides tracks
of TCs based on the last position of TCs (Figure 1), which is classified as the cyclone (≥34 kt)
stage before decaying into deep depression or depression, as defined by the IMD. The
clustering method was previously used over the Atlantic Ocean basin by choosing genesis
and maximum intensity locations [56,57]. Similarly, the reference points used for clustering
in the present study accounted for the direction of movement of TCs along with genesis
locations. In the classification, Cluster-1 consists of 26 TCs that are moving towards the
northeast (NE) direction and striking the Myanmar coast, and Cluster-2 has 20 TCs that
are traveling towards North (N) and striking Bangladesh and the state of West Bengal in
India. Cluster-3 and Cluster-4 have the 25 and 22 TCs that are moving westward (W) and
west–northwestward direction, respectively. The total number of TC tracks obtained in
each cluster is shown in Figure 2. There have been intensity-wise differences in the number
of cyclones grouped into each cluster, with Cluster-1 and Cluster-2 having the maximum
number of TCs with more intensity, whereas Cluster-3 and Cluster-4 are with weak TCs, as
shown in Table S1.

2.4. Composite Analysis

The variables from the ERA5 data are collocated with location and time of TCs at
maximum intensity for different clusters. Then, the variables are extracted from the centre
of TCs to 22.75◦ (~2500 km) radius before, during, and after 3 h of peak intensity. The
rationale for considering a three-hour window is to better ensure the same size, e.g., Cluster-
1 sample size is from 26 to 78. Finally, the mean composite maps are generated by averaging
the extracted variables for each identified cluster.

2.5. OLR Dipole Characteristics

The characteristics of OLR dipole are calculated by following Smith et al. [11], and
definitions are given below.

Dipole distance: The distance between the centre of TCs to the region of high OLR.
Dipole orientation: The angle measured between the vortex centre and the position of

high OLR in the anti-clockwise direction from the due East.
Dipole Magnitude: The difference between the high OLR and low OLR near the

vortex centre.
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Figure 2. Tracks of TCs obtained in each cluster. Cluster-1 consists of tracks moving north–eastward,
Cluster-2 having the tracks moving northward, Cluster-3 consists of tracks moving westward, and
Cluster-4 consists of tracks moving in the west–northwestward directions. TC tracks are shown based
on IMD intensity classification with different colours.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Composites of Divergence and Wind Fields

The mean composites of divergence and circulation patterns at 950 hPa, 500 hPa, and
200 hPa levels for different clusters are shown in Figure 3. Results show that near the centre
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of TCs in all clusters, strong negative divergence values (~−3 × 10−5 s−1) associated with
cyclonic circulation are evident at 950 hPa (Figure 3i–l). The cyclonic circulation evident in
the low level (950 hPa) is established by the confluence of westerlies and south-westerlies
in Cluster-1 and Cluster-2, whereas by northerlies and westerlies in Cluster-3 and Cluster-4.
This confluence of low-level winds is helpful for the intensification of TCs [30]. In the upper
atmosphere (200 hPa), substantial divergence (~3 × 10−5 s−1) is evident near the centre of
TCs in all the clusters, and an eastward shift of anti-cyclonic circulation from the centre is
noticed in the upper level for clusters with a higher number of weak TCs, i.e., Cluster-3
and Cluster-4, than clusters with higher-intensity TCs, i.e., Cluster-1 and Cluster-2. The
above eastward shift of an upper-level anti-cyclonic circulation for clusters with weak TCs
is attributed to the wind shear distribution [40]. In addition, the circulation pattern in the
upper level reveals the presence of strong westerly flow on the poleward side of the TC
centre, and strong easterly flow is noticed on the equatorward of the TCs. However, in the
mid-troposphere (500 hPa), no clear evidence of convergence or divergence is observed,
whereas the streamline flow in Cluster-1 and Cluster-2 shows the northerly flow in the
west, and southerly flow to the east from meandering westerlies, resulting in a trough
to the equatorward side of the vortex centre, and strong westerlies flow in the poleward
side. In Cluster-3 and Cluster-4, the mid-tropospheric cyclonic circulation is embedded
with an anti-cyclonic flow to the west and east sides and westerlies on the poleward side.
These meandering westerly flows and the presence of anti-cyclonic ridges play a crucial
role in modulating the TC tracks in the north and north-eastward, and westward and west-
northwestward directions, respectively, over BoB [28]. A clockwise circulation is depicted
in all clusters to the far equatorward side of the cyclone in the lower and mid-troposphere,
and this signifies that the dual cyclones on either side of the hemisphere can result in
modulating the track and intensity of the TCs in the North Indian Ocean [23,29,58].
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3.2. Composites of Relative Humidity

Similar to the divergence and circulation pattern, the mean composites of RH at
950 hPa, 500 hPa, and 200 hPa levels for different clusters are also generated and shown
in Figure 4. In the vicinity of the vortex centre, a higher amount of RH (~70–90%) was
observed in all clusters at all selected levels. In the lower level of the atmosphere (950 hPa),
higher RH (~90%) is observed equatorward to the vortex centre, and relatively lesser RH
(~60%) is distributed on the poleward side in all of the clusters. In the upper atmosphere
(200 hPa), variation in RH is similar to the lower atmosphere (950 hPa) with relatively
lesser magnitudes with RH ~70% in the equatorward and ~20% in the poleward from
the vortex centre. The low moist air (dry air) observed in the upper level is present in
the West-northwest (WNW) direction from the vortex centre, clearly evident in Cluster-1
and Cluster-2, whereas in the mid-troposphere (500 hPa), the composites of RH reveal the
presence of a dipole pattern with higher moist air near the vortex centre and lower moist
air (dry air) observed in the WNW direction. The presence of dry air in the northwest
quadrant of the TC centre can decrease upward buoyancy and subsequently influence the
intensity of the TCs. In addition, the location of RH (moist/dry) at the mid-tropospheric
level can also modulate TC intensity by promoting or inhibiting rain bands and convection
into the outer core region [4,59,60].
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3.3. Radial-Height Distribution of Divergence, Streamline Fields, and Wind Shear

The mean composites of the radial-height cross-section of divergence and circulation
are generated for all clusters by averaging divergence/wind vectors in zonal and meridional
directions at all the pressure levels. The composites are further divided into North–West
(NW), North–East (NE), South–West (SW), and South–East (SE) quadrants for each cluster
from the centre of TCs, as shown in Figure 5. The features identified from azimuthally
averaged wind fields and divergence include strong low-level convergence and upper-level
divergence. Large-scale environmental features indicate westerly and easterly flows in
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the poleward side (NW and NE) and equatorward side (SW and SE) quadrants in the
upper atmosphere, respectively, which are consistent with the results from the selected
pressure level analysis (Section 3.1). However, it is found that distinct circulation patterns
are represented among quadrants in each cluster. In the NE quadrant, strong updrafts
are evident near the vortex centre for all the clusters. The NW quadrant is occupied by
strong divergence signals in low-mid tropospheric levels and convergence in the upper
level beyond 750 km from the vortex centre for all clusters. The distant westerlies observed
in the NW quadrant are opposed by the radial outflows from the vortex centre, resulting in
the formation uplifting above 300 hPa.
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wind fields (streamlines) shown in each quadrant of the north-west (NW), north-east (NE), south-west
(SW), and south-east (SE) from the vortex centre using ERA5 data for Cluster-1 (a–d), Cluster-2 (e–h),
Cluster-3 (i–l), and Cluster-4 (m–p).

Similarly, the subsidence flows formed from 300 hPa to lower levels are associated
with the observed background divergence. In the North-West Pacific, Smith et al. [11]
showed the presence of subsidence in the NW quadrant of TCs. However, in the present
study, subsiding and uplifting motions are observed in the NW quadrant of TCs. The
westerly flows observed in the NW quadrant of Cluster-1 and Cluster-2 are relatively more
robust compared to Cluster-3 and Cluster-4. In the SW quadrant, upper-level outflows
and low-level inflows are evident in all the clusters. Ventham and Wang [30] showed that
these upper-level outflows and lower-level inflows have played a prominent role in the
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intensification of TCs. However, the SE quadrant shows the presence of an alternative
trough and ridge flow patterns and forms a saddle or neutral point centred near ~1250 km
from the vortex centre in the vertical atmosphere.

Furthermore, the deep-layer wind shear (WS) was computed by taking the wind speed
difference between each level from a reference (850 hPa) level, similar to Chen et al. [61].
The radial-height cross-section of deep-layer shear overlaid by RH computed cluster-wise
and azimuthal averages shown in Figure 6, similar to Figure 5, showed distinct spatial
differences in the distribution of significant upper-level shear among each cluster having
different TC movements. However, a comprehensive understanding of WS impact on other
storm relative flows needs to be analysed further during various stages of TCs. A weak
WS is observed around the vortex centre throughout the troposphere. Beyond 1000 km,
WS gradually increases from the surface to the upper troposphere with maximum values
of 30–33 ms−1 prevailing at nearly the 200 hPa level, especially in northward quadrants
(NW and NE) in all clusters, whereas in the case of northwest Pacific region TCs, strong
WS (~30 ms−1) is present in both the poleward and equatorward sides, though there is
weak WS around the vortex centre [62,63]. The distribution pattern (spatial) of WS and
RH is observed to be the same for all clusters, i.e., quadrant-wise. In the NW quadrant,
low RH (25–40%) air and a significant amount of WS (24–27 ms−1) are observed, and this
possibly plays a crucial role in modulating the intensity of TCs through the ventilation
effect established in the low to mid-tropospheric level from the advection of dry air and
large-scale WS [39,40,64–66].
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Figure 6. Radial-height cross-section of azimuthally averaged wind shear (shaded, m s−1) and
relative humidity (contours, %) shown in each quadrant of the north-west (NW), north-east (NE),
south-west (SW), and south-east (SE) from the vortex centre using ERA5 data for Cluster-1 (a–d),
Cluster-2 (e–h), Cluster-3 (i–l), and Cluster-4 (m–p).
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Further, the NW quadrant has shown distinct differences in the distribution of WS
and RH among each cluster. Cluster-1 and Cluster-2 are observed with relatively lesser
WS and higher moister environment than Cluster-3 and Cluster-4. It implies that the
clusters with higher-intensified TCs (i.e., Cluster-1 and Cluster-2 from Figure 2) have a
different large-scale environment compared with the clusters with less-intensified TCs
(Cluster-3 and Cluster-4 from Figure 2), and these differences are also identified in the
Northwest Pacific cases [40], whereas, in the NE quadrant, the presence of stronger WS and
a significant RH (60–70%) may not have much implication on TC intensity. The southward
quadrants (SW and SE) are covered with relatively weak WS and higher RH amounts,
especially the SE quadrant, with advection of abundant moist air towards the vortex centre
associated with an environment conducive for convection [61]. Additionally, we identified
large-scale environmental differences in the radial-height distribution of RH and WS during
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon seasons, as shown in Figure S1.

The presence of upper-level convergence (Figure 5) and low-mid troposphere dry air,
along with large-scale WS (Figure 6) in the NW quadrant from the vortex centre, signifies
the existence of suppressed convection. Therefore, the variation in OLR during TCs is
investigated and discussed in the next section.

3.4. Composites of Outgoing Longwave Radiation

OLR is a potential predictor for cyclones as this variable can provide essential back-
ground environmental information on convection and cloud clusters during the passage of
TCs [67,68]. Therefore, the composites of OLR during the maximum intensities of TCs are
also analysed for different clusters. The mean composites of OLR for different clusters are
shown in Figure 7, which depicts the mean values with shading and percentile distributions
computed among each cluster with dotted contours. These percentile distributions slightly
vary among each cluster (Figure S2a), which is apparent from the probability density distri-
bution of OLR (Figure S2). The values ranging between 200 and 300 Wm−2 show higher
density for all clusters. It is also observed that around the vortex centre (5◦ × 5◦ box) has a
higher density of OLR of about 220 Wm−2, whereas the high OLR regions (5◦ × 5◦ box),
with OLR values of about 275 Wm−2, are showing higher density (Figure S2b,c), with
Cluster-3 and Cluster-4 identified with peaks compared to Cluster-1 and Cluster-2. Simi-
larly, the distribution is also verified for different categories of the TCs (Figure S2d–f). The
OLR composites clearly depicted a significant dipole pattern in all clusters (Figure 7), with
a band of low OLR (<160 Wm−2) area represented by contours of 10 or lesser percentile
observed from the vortex centre to 750 km. The anomalous high OLR (>320 Wm−2) area
with contours of 90 percentiles is spread beyond 750 km in the WNW direction from the
vortex centre. Over the BoB, Subrahmanyam et al. [69] identified relatively high OLR
values to the southeast from the centre of TC. However, their study is limited to the ocean
basin with a single case study. The anomalous region of high OLR, identified in all the
clusters, is associated with low moist or dry air (Figure 4). This high OLR region is also
associated with the upper-level convergence and the low-level divergence region, evident
in the WNW direction from the vortex centre (Figure 3). The location of the high OLR
region is co-located with the presence of dry air in the mid-troposphere and large-scale
subsidence and divergence region in the NW quadrants in Figure 5. Smith et al. [11] also
found a similar dipole pattern of OLR over the NWP. In addition, we also analysed this OLR
pattern intensity wise (Figure S3) and season wise, i.e., pre- and post-monsoon (Figure S4).

Furthermore, various dipole characteristics, such as dipole distance, dipole orientation,
and dipole magnitude, are examined to understand the position of the anomalous high
OLR region from the vortex centre. A bar plot representing the frequency and dipole
characteristics is shown in Figure 8. The maximum number of TCs has a dipole distance of
~2100 km, with an average of 1782 km for all the TCs. Dipole orientation shows that the
maximum number of TCs having the high OLR positioned ~110◦ due east from the vortex
centre, with a mean angle of ~147◦. The variation in dipole magnitude is ~220 Wm−2

to ~230 Wm−2 for the maximum number of TCs in the BoB, with a mean magnitude
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of ~235 Wm−2. However, the mean dipole characteristics are different for each cluster,
indicating that the position and magnitude of high OLR vary depending on the direction
of TCs. These dipole metrics of mean and standard deviation are also identified with some
seasonal variation, as shown in Table S2. These differences are possibly attributed to the
large-scale environmental differences observed in Figure S1.
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In addition to the above dipole characteristics, the linear variation in dipole properties
for 93 TCs is shown in Figure 9. Results suggest that with the increase in dipole distance,
increases in dipole magnitude (Figure 9a) and orientation (Figure 9b) are observed. The
increase in dipole orientation with the increase in dipole distance suggests that the region
of high OLR is shifting towards the west with the increase in dipole distance. The dipole
orientation decreases significantly with the increase in the dipole magnitude (Figure 9c). It
signifies that the dipole magnitude reduces with the increase in northward orientation of
the position of the high OLR region. However, no proper relationship is observed among
these properties with respect to the intensities of TCs. Similarly, these dipole characteristics
show a similar relationship during both pre- and post-monsoon seasons (Figure S5).
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4. Summary and Conclusions

TCs are intense circular storms originating over the warm tropical ocean and char-
acterized by low atmospheric pressure, strong winds, and heavy rainfall. The present
study analyses the variation in large-scale background environmental factors during the
maximum intensity of TCs using ERA5 reanalysis data. A schematic diagram (Figure 10)
demonstrates the objective framework of the present study. Initially, the tracks of TCs are
divided into four groups based on the direction of movement using the k-means clustering
technique. Then, the mean composites of large-scale atmospheric variables are estimated
during the maximum intensity of TCs.

The mean composites of divergence and streamlines of wind fields show the strong
convergence and cyclonic circulation formed due to the confluence of winds around the
vortex centre in the lower atmosphere. In the upper atmosphere (200 hPa), a strong
divergence is observed near the vortex centre of TCs, and an eastward shift of anti-cyclonic
circulation from the vortex centre is evident in all the clusters. The distribution of RH lower
and upper atmosphere reveals that moist air lies on the equatorward side, and relatively
drier air is present on the poleward side. The composites of the radial-height cross-section
of divergence and streamlines of wind fields show the presence of upper-level convergence,
and low to mid-tropospheric divergence is evident in the NW quadrant. In the SE quadrant,
the occurrence of a neutral point is evident with the alternative cyclonic and anti-cyclonic
circulation in the vertical atmosphere. However, the upper-level outflows and lower-level
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inflows are evident in the SW quadrant of TCs formed over the BoB. Similarly, in the
radial-height composites of WS and RH, strong upper-level WS and dry air advection in
the low-mid troposphere towards the vortex centre are apparent in the NW quadrant of
each cluster. The upper-level convergence and presence of dry air, along with significant
WS in the NW quadrant of TCs, signify the existence of suppressed convection. Therefore,
the mean composites of OLR are also analysed during the maximum intensity of TCs. The
mean composites of OLR show the presence of anomalous high OLR in the NW quadrant
that is associated with upper-level convergence and dry air. The presence of low OLR near
the vortex centre and anomalous high OLR in the WNW direction signifies the occurrence
of a strong OLR dipole during the maximum intensities of TCs over the BoB. Further, the
mean characteristics of OLR dipole, such as dipole magnitude, dipole orientation, and
dipole distance, are also estimated for all the TCs. Results from the present study postulate
composite mean features and metrics for 93 TCs formed over the BoB and are helpful for
improving the accuracy of TC forecasting.
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Figure 10. The schematic diagram illustrates low-level cyclonic circulation (arrows in blue colour)
associated with the confluence of north-westerlies and south-westerlies (arrows in grey colour),
upper-level anti-cyclonic circulation (arrows in red colour) embedded between poleward westerlies
and equatorward easterlies (arrows in grey colour), and strong updrafts throughout the troposphere
around the vortex centre. An OLR dipole with low OLR co-locates with the upper-level divergence
region (red circle) around the vortex centre and high OLR (beyond 750 km) co-locates with the
upper-level convergence region (blue circle) in the west-northwest direction, where there is strong
subsidence and advection of less moist air throughout the mid-troposphere of the northwest quadrant.

We utilized ERA5 data as the currently available highest-resolution global dataset.
There are no other observational datasets to support our findings, which led us to choose the
closest possible reanalysis (ERA5). However, these global reanalysis datasets in general tend
to underestimate the intensity of extreme events [70–72]. Recent regional climate analysis
studies [70,72,73] clearly stressed the need for high-resolution regional reanalysis datasets
for analysing extreme events over the Indian region, which can effectively incorporate the
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localized representation in simulating weather events. The future scope of the present
work is to evaluate the large-scale features associated with TCs over the NIO by using an
advanced mesoscale weather model.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/atmos14020333/s1, Figure S1: Radial-height cross-section of azimuthally
averaged divergence (shaded, ×10−5 s−1) and wind fields (streamlines) shown in each quadrant of the
north-west (NW), north-east (NE), south-west (SW), and south-east (SE) from the vortex centre using
ERA5 data for pre-monsoon (a–d) and post-monsoon (e–h); Figure S2: Probability density distribution
of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR, Wm−2) based on (a–c) Movement (clusters) and (d–f) Intensity
(Categories: Cyclonic systems (CS), Severe cyclonic systems (SCS), Very severe cyclonic systems
(VSCS) and Extremely severe and Super cyclonic systems (ESCS-SuCS)); Figure S3: Composites
of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR, Wm−2) for (a) Cyclonic systems (CS), (b) Severe cyclonic
systems (SCS), (c) Very severe cyclonic systems (VSCS), and (d) Extremely severe and Super cyclonic
systems (ESCS-SuCS). The dotted contours represent percentile values. The value in the parenthesis
represents the number of tropical cyclones obtained of each category; Figure S4: Composites of
outgoing longwave radiation (OLR, Wm−2) for (a) Pre-monsoon TCs, (b) Post-monsoon TCs. The
dotted contours represent percentile values. The value in the parenthesis represents the number of
tropical cyclones obtained during each season; Figure S5: Scatterplot represents the linear variation
in dipole characteristics (a,b) dipole distance vs. dipole magnitude, (c,d) dipole distance vs. dipole
orientation, and (e,f) dipole magnitude vs. dipole orientation between pre- and post-monsoon.
Different colours represent each category of TCs; Table S1: Frequency of TCs grouped into each
cluster showing intensity and seasonal wise; Table S2: Seasonal wise mean and standard deviation
(SD) of Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) dipole metrics from observation (ERA5) data.
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